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In this paper, we use a Markov decision process (MDP) model for credit card profitability to find 
the optimal dynamic credit limit policy. The state space is represented by customers’ behavioural 
scores and balances to allow for more granular policy setting. We use U.K. credit card data as 
a case study to build a behavioural scorecard for the scoring bands to segment customers by 
risk. We then demonstrate the optimal credit limit optimisation and compare it with the actual 
data outcomes.
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Determining the Optimal Dynamic credit 
card limit
BY JUAN LICARI, OLGA LOISEAU-ASLANIDI, VERA TOLSTOVA AND MASOOD SADAT 

In this paper, we use a Markov decision process (MDP) model for credit card profitability to find the optimal 
dynamic credit limit policy. The state space is represented by customers’ behavioural scores and balances 
to allow for more granular policy setting. We use U.K. credit card data as a case study to build a behavioural 

scorecard for the scoring bands to segment customers by risk. We then demonstrate the optimal credit limit 
optimisation and compare it with the actual data outcomes.

Introduction 
Credit cards have traditionally been one of the most profitable lines of 

business for lenders. The market has grown rapidly in recent decades, with 
transactions on major credit card brands reaching more than $450 billion 
globally in 2020 and expected to grow by more than 40% by 2025.1

This boom together with enhancements in computational power has 
made quantitative analytical methods play a bigger role in risk-adjusted 
strategy development such as credit card limit management. While 
some lenders still rely on expert-driven policies or static risk-return ap-
proaches without considering the default risk and profitability over time, 
many are turning to dynamic analytics to make optimal decisions for 
managing limits to increase profitability and protect from losses.  

Various techniques are available for modelling the credit limit as 
one of the key parameters of credit card profitability. Academic 
studies and industry practitioners find that credit limit policy af-
fects credit card users’ behaviours and profits earned. For instance, 
Soman and Cheema (2002) argue that a higher credit limit encour-
ages the usage of credit. Trench et al. (2003) use the Markov deci-
sion process to optimise a customer’s lifetime value by changing 
either the customer’s credit limit or interest rate. So and Thomas 
(2011) use the MDP model to show that the dynamic credit limit 
policy based on behavioural scores and dynamic programming 
optimisation techniques help to account for changing borrower 
behaviour and lead to higher expected profit.

In this paper, we set up a model for the profitability of credit cards 
and use it for the optimal dynamic credit limit policy evaluation. This 
model is a version of the Markov decision process, where the states 
of the system are based on the borrower’s behavioural scores as well 
as credit card balances. The decisions are made in each time period, 

1 According to the latest Nilson report.

affecting the return from the borrowers and the probabilities to which 
state they move next. This approach is applied to a case study of U.K. 
credit card portfolios with historical data for more than 4 million ac-
counts obtained from the European Data Warehouse.

To design the states of the system, we build a behavioural score-
card model using the methodology described in Loiseau-Aslanidi, 
Thiagarajah and Tolstova (2020), and set up a bucketing algorithm 
to segment the obtained behavioural scores and balances. To test if 
a higher profit can be achieved, we condition the dynamic optimal 
credit limit policy on the previous period balance information rather 
than on credit limit. This allows for a more granular optimal policy 
setting, as it may lead to higher expected profit by freezing balances 
on accounts for high-risk borrowers, that is, setting a limit equal to 
balances. As the credit has already been granted and a limit assigned 
in the dataset, the results of the optimal dynamic limit modelling 
are compared to actual data in the portfolio to show that optimal 
limit policy boosts expected profit through the change in the distri-
bution of accounts across behavioural scores and balance buckets.

Model specification

Theoretical settings

The model designed in this paper belongs to the family of models 
used for credit card policies optimisation with enhancements and sim-
plifying assumptions.2 Leveraging a classical MDP model, we apply a 
dynamic programming approach to solve for optimal credit limit policy. 

2 Herasymovych, 2019: “Modeling credit process as an MDP is far from new, however it has been 
mainly used to optimize credit limits (So, 2009; So and Thomas, 2011), credit prices (Trench et 
al., 2003), collection policies (Briat, 2005) or as a credit scoring system itself (Malik and Thom-
as, 2010; Regis and Artes, 2015).”

https://nilsonreport.com/index.php
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This framework allows for sequential decision-making considering the 
evolution of a customer’s behaviour over time.

For simplicity, we assume that the dynamics of account move-
ments across states is defined by a stationary first order Markov 
chain. We identify different states that the account can be in and 
look at the account movements between different states during a 
given period. We assume an infinite account lifetime horizon and 
use a monthly time period.3

The application of behavioural score as a state variable was intro-
duced by So and Thomas (2011). In our model, we also add the bal-
ance as a second state variable. The behavioural scores may depend 
on balance, limit and other variables that depend on them, such as 
utilisation. If utilisation is a behavioural score component, either the 
previous credit limit or utilisation itself can be used as a third state 
variable. In our case, we do not expand the state space further as we 
use the current balance-to-limit-at-origination ratio rather than the 
ratio based on the optimal limit predicted by our model.4

To define the state space in our model, we combine the pre-
vious time period behavioural scores and balances into bands or 
buckets using the bucketing algorithm described below. Hence 
the state variables are the previous period balance band bt–1 and 
the behavioural scores band st–1. To obtain the behavioural scores, 
we employ an automated model-building toolbox described in 
Loiseau-Aslanidi, Thiagarajah and Tolstova (2020) to build a be-
havioural scorecard model. The toolbox features algorithms lever-
aging a modified logistic regression with predefined constraints 
imposed via supervised binning and variable selection.

The MDP model timing is depicted in Chart 1. At the beginning 
of the current period t, a decision maker observes the state variables 
and takes them as given when deciding on the credit limit lt which 
becomes a function of bt–1 and st–1. A credit limit lt affects customer 
behaviour and defines the balance bucket bt by the end of period t. 
We take each credit limit level to be one of the possible actions  
that can be chosen.

By the end of period t, each account  
transits to states bt and st with probability bt(bt,st |bt–1, st–1, lt) which is 
constant over time and depends only on previous period buckets  bt–1 
and st–1, and credit limit lt, such that:

 » lt –>   bt–1, the limit cannot be set below the balance at the  
beginning of period

 » lt –>   bt, the balance by the end of period cannot exceed the limit

Each account can default with probability  pd(bt ) that depends 
on the behavioural score bucket. If the account defaults, the losses 
are equal to the value of balance  by the end of the period.5 If the 
account does not default, the corresponding profit is equal to r  

3 Since the average duration for U.K. credit cards in the case study data sample is around 20 
years, this assumption is realistic in our case.

4 The remaining attributes include balance growth rates and variables that depend neither on 
balance nor on limit. The dependence of the behavioural score on the balance and balance 
growth rates makes two state variables interconnected. This does not pose technical issues, as 
the association between the state variables is captured by the transition probability matrix of 
MDP. We do not consider the incompatible balance and behavioural scores buckets.

5 An average loss given default (LGD) for U.K. credit cards estimated for EDW data is equal to 
around 95%; therefore, this is a realistic assumption for our case study.

*  bt, where r is a monthly interest rate for simplicity assumed to 
be constant.

The expected profit at the end of period t depends on the buckets 
for, bt–1, st–1 and lt and can be defined as:

The optimal credit limit is a policy function that maximises future 

discounted profit obtained from the customer. A dynamic program-
ming problem for the optimal credit limit evaluation is specified 
as follows:

where V (bt–1, st–1) is a value function that depends on the state 
variables,                         is the parameter capturing the time value 
of money.

Bucketing algorithm

We apply an automated bucketing algorithm for the state 
variables to identify the bands for the behavioural scores and bal-
ances in line with So and Thomas (2011). Nevertheless, instead of 
just splitting each state variable into buckets with different dy-
namics, our approach also focuses on identifying the bands with 
different risk. We also ensure enough observations in each bucket 
for the scores and balances, which is essential for the transition 
probabilities estimation.

Our algorithm consists of the two key steps below.
1. The sequential splitting of behavioural scores and bal-

ance values using our binning algorithm described in Loi-
seau-Aslanidi, Thiagarajah and Tolstova (2020) that trans-
forms the values of the state variables into several groups, 
known as buckets or bins. We also specify a maximum 
number of cut points for each state variable according to 
specified criteria:
 » The behavioural scores are split to differentiate between 

buckets with low and high default rates
 » The balance values are split to differentiate between low 

and high-risk accounts within each score bin.
2. The algorithmic refinement of the balance cut points obtained 

from the previous step. This aims to verify that the number of 
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Chart 1: Model Timing Diagram
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observations in each combination of behavioural score and bal-
ance buckets is at least as high as the minimum requirement:
 » Combine balance buckets cut points into one vector
 » Iteratively eliminate the cut points for which the require-

ment of minimum number of observations is not satisfied 
for at least one combination of behavioural score band and 
corresponding balance bucket.

Application to U.K. credit card data
In this section, we apply the modelling approach described 

above to the actual data from credit card customers. The credit 
card data are obtained from the European Data Warehouse for the 
pool of U.K. credit cards covering a wide range of anonymous cli-
ents. The dataset includes nearly 4 million unique clients’ accounts 
and 150 million observations. The historical observation period is 
from May 2014 to January 2019. The available characteristics in-
clude information on current balance, limit, arrears balance, next 
minimum payment, payment method, customer’s employment 
status, and geographical region.

Behavioural scorecard model

We begin by designing the behavioural scorecard probability 
of default model using an automated model building procedure 
described in Loiseau-Aslanidi, Thiagarajah and Tolstova (2020). 
We use our toolbox with the binning and the variable selection 
algorithms that solve relevant optimisation problems subject to 
constraints required in credit scoring. The resulting model con-
tains the best set of characteristics for the most comprehensive 
risk profile while addressing issues that affect model reliability 
and applicability.

The analytical tractability of the PD model is implemented 
through the constraints into the automated model building pro-
cedure. These constraints guarantee the presence of intuitive 
trends in the default rates across intervals of binned variables and 
the intuitive signs of coefficients in the model. For instance, the 
constraints include a positive/negative relationship between the 
default rate and balance in arrears/limit at origination.

The behavioural PD scorecard model we build is a weight-of-ev-
idence logistic regression with the key drivers listed below. This 

strongest set of characteristics is chosen from the available initial 
characteristics’ analysis so that all weak criteria are eliminated. 
The attributes in the final model are chosen through the forward 
stepwise regression with constraints on coefficient signs to guar-
antee an intuitive impact of model drivers on the default rate.

 » Utilisation ratio based on limit at origination

 » Balance in arrears to original balance

 » Next minimum payment to current balance

 » 3-month absolute growth in balance

 » Months on book

 » Payment method

 » 12-month absolute growth in balance

The model demonstrates an accurate in-sample model fit and high 
quality out-of-sample performance measured by a Gini coefficient of 
87.6%. The AUC is shown in Chart 2, and the model is interpretable 
by default.

We apply a mapping to transform the estimated PDs from the score-
card model to scores. Such mapping refers to the range and format 
of scores in a scorecard and the rate of change in odds for increases 
in score. There are various mappings to transform the estimated PDs 
from the scorecard model to the scores options used in the industry. 
In this paper, we use one of the most common approaches where the 
relationship between the log odds and the scores can be presented as a 
linear transformation:

where  and θ and δ are such that the score equals 500 when good/
bad odds equals 1 and the score increases by 50 points when good/
bad odds double. These assumptions translate into θ = 500 and δ = 
50/log (2). 
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Chart 2: U.K. Credit Card Scorecard Model
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Credit limit optimisation

The behavioural scores to assess the default risk of the cus-
tomers obtained above are used in the MDP model. For this exer-
cise, we use 1 million randomly sampled accounts from U.K. EDW 
data for credit cards to solve for the optimal credit limit using the 
Eq (1) with the time discount parameter set to 0.995 as in So & 
Thomas (2011).

We solve for optimal limit policies for various values of month-
ly interest rates, including 1.5%, 1.6%, 1.75%, 2% and 2.5%. The 
results of optimal credit policy are similar for all cases except for 
interest rates of 2% and above. The latter case involves slightly 
higher limits for the intermediate behavioural score buckets. For 
the more detailed analysis presented here, we consider 1.5% as it 
corresponds to the average interest value observed in the last three 
years (see Chart 3).

In our exercise, the number of buckets for scores and balances 
determined by the bucketing algorithm are 7 and 20, respec-
tively.6 The resulting score buckets are demonstrated in Chart 
4. The higher-risk bucket with scores below or equal to 709.75 
has the highest default rate, while the lower-risk bucket with 
scores above 891.43 has the lowest default rate. The picked bal-
ance buckets are arranged by size, being more granular in the 
first five buckets and gradually becoming less granular in the 
remaining buckets.

Charts 5 and 6 demonstrate the optimal credit policy example for 
a lower (450;540] and a higher balance bucket (1483;1566], respec-
tively, generated by the model for r  = 1.5%.7 The optimal credit limit 
policy recommends increasing the credit limit for customers with 
the highest behavioural scores in both high- 
and low-balance buckets. Moreover, the pol-
icy recommends increasing the limit for rela-
tively inactive or low-balance accounts even 
in cases when the account is relatively risky 
with lower behavioural scores. Such a policy 

6  When running the bucketing algorithm for the state vari-
ables, we set the minimum number of observations in each 
bucket to 10,000, while the maximum number of cut points 
for scores and balances binning steps are set to 20.

7 Similar conclusions hold for other interest rates.

can encourage borrowers to use their credit cards, while it is unlikely 
that those accounts moving to the bucket with a high balance could 
result in high losses in case of default. Hence the expected losses are 
low even if the limit is increased.

To compare the MDP model and the actual policy, we consider the fol-
lowing four cases for policy, profit and transition for each interest rate:

1. Optimal policy, model profit, model transition
2. Optimal policy, model profit, real transition
3. Real policy, model profit, real transition
4. Real policy, real profit, real transition

The optimal policy is the optimal credit limit policy estimated by the 
MDP model, while the real policy is the actual limit observed in the data.

Table 1: Total Discounted Profit Per Account

Monthly interest rate, %

            Optimal policy         Real policy 
Model profit Model profit Model profit Real profit

Model transition Real transition Real transition Real transition
1.50 61.92 -154.71 -180.14 -153.44
1.60 90.76 -111.17 -135.35 -108.40
1.75 116.02 -45.73 -68.15 -40.83
2.00 200.44 63.90 43.84 71.78
2.50 362.56 283.99 267.82 297.00

Source: Moody’s Analytics
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The model profit is the expected profit determined by the default 
probability of corresponding behavioural score buckets, while the real 
profit is the actual profit calculated based on the observed defaulted 
and non-defaulted states in the data.

The model transition means that the distribution of accounts across 
states evolves according to the Markov chain with transition matrix es-
timated based on the historical data. The real transition means that the 
actual distribution of accounts observed in the data is used.

The profit computed for each case defined above is shown in  
Table 1. We calculate the total discounted profit per account start-
ing with the initial distribution of accounts in 2014 and summing 
up the monthly profits weighted by the time discount parameter 
until the last observation period in 2018.

The results indicate an improvement in profitability when the 
optimal policy is used. The total discounted profit for the optimal 
limit policy, model profit and model transition is substantially 
higher than for other cases when the transition is real. When the 
model transition is considered along with optimal policy, the 
monthly profit per account converges to substantially higher val-
ues than otherwise, as shown in Chart 7.

The positive impact of optimal policy on expected profit is mostly 
driven by the adjustments in the distribution of accounts across states 
with the transition matrix adjusted by the optimal limit. The policy to 
freeze the relatively high-balance and high-risk accounts restricts their 
transitions to states with an even higher balance and, potentially, higher 
losses in the case of default.

Concluding remarks
This paper uses the Markov decision process model to gen-

erate a dynamic credit limit policy. We link the profitability of a 
borrower to their default risk by building a behavioural scorecard 
model to obtain the behavioural scores, which are typically used 
by lenders to measure risk. In our MDP model, we use both the be-
havioural score and the balance as state variables and employ the 
bucketing algorithm to identify the bands for the state variables 
with different risk. The effectiveness of this modelling approach is 
shown by its application to a real credit card dataset.
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Chart 7: Monthly Profit Per Account
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